CANDLEMAS DAY	127
That chilly yellow-green bud, piercing through darkness
into birth with such tremulous and pallid sharpness, was much
nearer the mystery of this day than the clearer-throated musical
challenge. The bird defied a winter not yet departed, it
triumphed in a spring not yet begun; but to No-man's exacting
senses as those gallant trillings followed him there was some-
thing missing. To him the day was poignantly abortive, a thing
of small measure and faint margins, of intimations drawn back
as quickly as they appeared, of unfulfilments and frustrations.
Nothing but the sharp, sickly yellow-green of the celandine-
bud could have expressed the tenuous image of this day of half-
birth as it reflected itself in mist and water. There was that in
its pallid prematureness that suggested the dim population of
some Limbo of life, wherein all the abortive vegetation-births
which had ever taken place on this spot were reiterating their
appeal, in tender unreproachful supplication.
And this low-pulsed Candlemas Day—was it not conspiring
with the subtle tragedy of what he was doing himself, taking
from Wizzie both her chance of a child and her chance of a
career?
Claudius and he soon gained on the women, as they advanced
up this long field, and it gave our friend a shock of curious
pleasure to watch Wizzie vault so lightly over the rails at the
top, into the lane that led to Glymes.
"What a supple body she has!" he thought. "Damn! Per-
haps it £s, as the 'Horse-Head' says, a wicked thing to snatch her
away from her natural destiny and turn her into a single per-
son's plaything/' He and his companion were so close behind
them now that he felt tempted to call out, simply to make
Wizzie turn round, but Claudius had plunged into one of his
diatribes against the cult of "the simple and poetic" and he
hadn't the gall to interrupt him.
"We've got to obey Evolution now," the man was saying,
"just as we used to obey God. And our duties under Evolution
—the thing's moral exactions as you might say—aren't easier
than God's, but very much harder! Under God we had to sup-
press a few of our lusts; but under Evolution we'll have to
shake off what's not only innocent but praiseworthy. All this
'quiet life,* of which we English are so proud, will have to be
changed; and, changed into	"
No-man's upper lip trembled.   He didn't often get angry

